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EDITORIAL

As we enter into our second year of publication for Clinical Practice in Athletic Training, and as the Journal continues to grow and expand, I wanted to take the time and notify the readership about a leadership change within the Editorial Board. As of this June, I will be assuming the role of Editor-in-Chief. We are immensely grateful for the leadership, dedication, and commitment that Dr. Cameron Powden has demonstrated in taking our shared vision and solidifying a place for clinicians to share their practice-based research. His guidance and oversight in laying the ground work were instrumental to our first year’s success. Dr. Cameron Powden has demonstrated in taking our shared vision and solidifying a place for clinicians to share their practice-based research. His guidance and oversight in laying the ground work were instrumental to our first year’s success. Dr. Cameron Powden will be moving into the section editor role for our Evidence-to-Practice Review manuscript type. However, as with any transition in life, this period offers a unique opportunity to reflect on all the growth and momentum that we have gained.

In our inaugural year of publication we have 18 published articles across the 3 issues. These articles have been viewed or downloaded over 4,200 times in the span of our first year. We have had the pleasure and opportunity to publish unique practice-based and translational research in each of the manuscript categories that we offer, helping to give clinicians and patients a voice in translating evidence to practice. Our video podcast series #ATAnswers has over 350 views. Lastly, our social media presence continues to grow as we have over 1000 followers across our social media outlets (Twitter: @ClinATJourn; Instagram: @clinatjournal).

As we reflect on our first year of publication for Clinical Practice in Athletic Training, it is evident that we would not have experienced this growth without the help and contribution of all the individuals that serve the Journal. We, as the editorial board, are extremely grateful for all the hard work from all our section editors in the service that they have provided to establish author guidelines and facilitate submissions. Thank you for your continued support, contributions, and dedication to clinical practice research.

Additionally, we would like to thank Dr. Zachary Winkelmann for the devotion and enthusiasm for the term he served as Managing Editor (January to August of 2018). Throughout his time as Managing Editor, Dr. Winkelmann was able to secure and foster vital relationships that fueled much of the early growth the Journal experienced. Further, Dr. Winkelmann oversaw the securing of our ISSN and indexing as the Journal was launched. We would like to thank our Copy Editor, Susan Frey, MS, MLS, GC for her unique skill set and commitment to ensuring the highest quality writing and style guide for the Journal. Her attention to detail and work ethic are significant to the continued quality assurance of the articles we are publishing. Finally, we would like to thank our Graphic Designer, Denny Wongosari, MS, LAT, ATC, LMT, for his contribution in creating our logo, social media graphics, and marketing materials.

Below we recognize our section editors and reviewers who have contributed to the Journal over the past year:
SECTION EDITORS:

Disablement Model Case Studies and Reports
Alison O’Connor Sutherland, MS, LAT, OTC, AEMT
Dartmouth University

Validation Case Studies and Reports
Esther Nolton, MEd, LAT, ATC, CSCS
George Mason University

Point-of-Care Research
Zachary Winkelmann, PhD, LAT, ATC
University of South Carolina

Clinical Outcomes Research
JJ Wetherington, MS, LAT, ATC
St. Luke’s Sports Medicine

Quality Improvement (PDSA Cycle) Reports
Brian Vesci, DAT, ATC
Northwestern University

Preceptor Case Studies
Zachary Dougal, DAT, LAT, ATC, CKTP
Ball State University

Evidence-to-Practice Reviews
Cameron Powden, PhD, LAT, ATC
University of Indianapolis

Clinical Expertise Commentary
Hollie Walusz, MA, ATC, PES
Boston University

Patient-Centered Care Commentary
Mark Laursen, MS, ATC
Boston University

REVIEWERS:

Thomas Abdenour DHSc, ATC, CES – Retired
Samantha Jane Atkelski, MS, LAT, ATC, CES – University Of Wisconsin Milwaukee
Adam Babiarz, DAT, LAT, ATC – Indiana State University
Savannah Bailey, LAT, ATC – United States Marine Corps
Kelly Brock, DAT, LAT, ATC – Carson-Newman University
Connor Burton, DAT, LAT, ATC – Indiana State University
Nicholas DePhillipo, MS, ATC, OTC, CSCS – The Steadman Clinic
R. Ross Dexter, MS, MKin, AT, LAT, CSCS – Grtiman Medical Center
Drew Duckett, MS, ATC – Boston University
Jessica Elder, PhD, LAT, ATC – Grand View University
Emily Ford, MS, ATC – Boston University
Emily Gabriel, PhD, ATC – Mercer University
Christen Gessel, MS, AT – Marietta College
Vicky Graham, DAT, ATC – Xavier University
Kelcey Granger, MS, LAT, ATC
Indiana State University
Wade Green, Med, LAT, ATC – TRIA Orthopedic Center
Maria Hutsick, MS, LATC, CSCS – Medfield High School
Rachel Koldenhoven, MEd, ATC – University of Virginia
Ryan Kryzanowicz, DAT, AT – University of Buffalo
Skye Livermore-Brasher, DAT, MPA, AT – Columbus State University
Jamie Mansell, PhD, LAT, ATC – Temple University
Rodrigo Martinez, DAT, LAT, ATC – Florida International University
Jessica Martinez, PhD, ATC – Old Dominion University
Allyssa Katrina Memmini, MS, ATC – University of Michigan
Nicolas C. Merritt, DAT, SCAT, ATC, NS – Furman University
Elizabeth R. Neil, PhD, LAT, ATC – Xavier University
Jamie Nikander, DAT, LAT, ATC – West Olympia Sports Medicine
Rich O. Patterson DAT, ATC – Temple University
Miguel Quintero, DAT, ATC – Viewpoint School
Amy Richmond, DAT, ATC, CSCS, CES – High Point University
Sean M. Rogers, DAT, ATC – California State University, Northridge
Shannon L. Rowe, DAT, ATC – University of California Davis
Maura Shea, DAT, LAT, ATC – Indiana State University
Janet Simon, PhD, AT – Ohio University
Justin Tatman, MS, LAT, ATC – TRIA Orthopedic Center
Brady L. Tripp, PhD, ATC – University of Florida
Daniel Walen, DAT, LAT, ATC – Western Michigan University
Alli Zeigel, DAT, ATC – Colorado Mesa University